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Road Map For a Newletter Loop
Making your Free Book Promo on Fussy Librarian (or other paid newsletter) work for you.
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Set up your Free Promo on Fussy Librarian

Grab your Newsletter Sign Up link and head over to Fussy Librarian (or

paid newsletter of choice) to choose your date and genre.
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Welcome Series

Set up a simple FOUR email welcome series to ease your new

subscribers onto your list over a two-week period. Include: Book

delivery (immediately), official welcome/opt-out offer (1 day),

expectations setting (1 week), personal email with review request (2

weeks).

Newsletter Preparation

Set up your Newsletter Sign Up page for your free promo and be sure

that your subscribers are NOT sent to a generic Thank You Page. Most

will allow you to redirect your subscriber to a webpage. Direct them

immediately to your website. Either your additional freebies or a

custom Thank You page.

Make sure your website is ready

Be sure that your website is simple, clear, and easy to navigate. Have

your subsequent books or additional freebies front and center, along

with obvious links to your social media. Sending readers immediately

to your site helps build your credibility and trustworthiness.

Set up your Book Funnel/Story Origin page

Make sure that your front and back matter point them to the next book

and/or remind them how important reviews can be. Then format with

Calibre or Vellum into epub and mobi files before setting up your book

and download page.



Never send your readers to a dead end. This phrase is the only non-negotiable marketing

advice I give.

A marketing tactic that is linear isn't going to be nearly as effective as one that is circular. A

loop that sends the reader out and then brings them back to you, ready for the next task.

Momentum is much easier to build if there are natural loops in your marketing strategy.

Single linear tactics require a lot of starts and stops—just like in physics it's easier to keep

an object in motion when it's already moving. The largest amount of energy is devoted to

getting it started, so if you're continuously having to start your marketing plans you will

burn out faster and harder than authors who have natural loops in their strategies.

A simple marketing loop is making the most of your back matter so the loop looks like

this: A reader ends up on your website, buys your book, reads your book, the back matter

has a link to the next book which brings the reader back to you to buy the next book. 

A dead-end looks like this: A reader ends up on your website, buys your book, reads your

book, the back matter has nothing in it so the reader has no idea what you want them to

do or if you have anything else to offer them so they click away to a new author or book.

Basically, a loop is anything that keeps the readers moving through your world in a

meaningful and logical way. There should be an intention behind every single thing you ask

a reader to do. The moment you confuse them or send them into a dead-end, you've lost

them and now have to start all over again, just hoping that they stumble on your next book. 

Use the circles below to brainstorm some loops that could work with your marketing

strategies and tactics.

What is a marketing loop?
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Setting Up your book
Your back matter, matters...a lot. But the trick is to focus on one task.

Don't neglect your back matter, but don't cram every link you can think of in there

either. If a reader doesn't know what to do or is overwhelmed they will leave.

Your readers should know what you want them to do the moment they finish your

book, and I mean right after the last word.

Maybe you feel weird about promo right after typing THE END, but your reader

doesn't. They want to know how they can support you but they aren't going to work

for it. You have to show them what you want them to do and then let them decide if

they want to do it.

Don't babysit your readers' feelings. As long as you're being kind and clear they will

be fine. Don't page break, either. 

Example:

     And they lived happily ever after.

     THE END

     Not ready to leave the world of this story yet? Drop your email here and get the

latest news, exclusive deals, and bonus content from your favorite characters!

If you don't have anything to offer them, drop the link to your preferred review sites

like BookBub or Goodreads instead.

Example:

     And they lived happily ever after.

      THE END

      Want to let other readers know how you felt about this story? Head here to

become a literary matchmaker!

Format the book into epub and mobi then set up your BookFunnel or Story

Origin Landing Page in the simplest way possible.
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Prepping your website
Make sure your website is ready for visitors

Name and genre

Newsletter sign up/offer

Books

About

Social media links

Contact

Your website is your online home. It's a space you own and acts as a hub to let

your readers know who you are, what you're about, where they can find you,

and how best to interact with you.

But just like with your back matter, if they don't see these things immediately

they'll move on to the next thing that captures their attention. 

To prep your website for your Newsletter Loop there are two options:

If you have something else to offer them such as a bonus scene or something

that fits with your story (a map for your fantasy, or pronunciation guide) then you

are going to showcase that first thing on your site. 

If you do not have anything else to offer them, create a special thank you page

for your promo. Tell them that you appreciate them getting your book, remind

them to check their email and download the story. Give them a short video or

write-up on an interesting point or fact around your story.

A checklist of things you need on your page:

Sending the reader directly to your website after grabbing your free book is

meant to show them that you're a credible author. Picking up your freebie is a

risk to the reader so when they immediately land on your clean and easy-to-

understand website it will boost their confidence that choosing your story was a

good thing to do. They may browse around a bit and this helps them to actually

read the story and interact with you.

The flip side is maybe they'll land on your page and realize you AREN'T the right

fit for them and they figure out super quick that your book isn't going to be for

them. This is a GOOD thing. Because you've just spared yourself a terrible

review! Turning people away is just as important as drawing people in. 
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Create your Landing Page
Set up your Opt-in page to showcase the strength of your story

Creating a landing page looks different depending on the email delivery service you

use. I use Flodesk and love it for its simplicity and the beautiful templates that are

premade so I don't have to fret over any of it. If you want to give it a try you can get

50% off your subscription here.

A landing page or opt-in page is simply the place people put their email addresses in. 

The four main parts of a stellar landing page are:

IMAGE

HOOK

STAKES

BUTTON

IMAGE

When selecting an image for your opt-in page (If your page allows it) I suggest going

simple with a 3D mock-up of your cover, or an image that captures the mood/themes

of your story. 

Avoid anything that is too busy or too wordy. The image should invoke a feeling in the

reader that is genre-specific.

HOOK

The trick here is to balance out generic with story-specific. The reader doesn't know

your characters and world so use language they connect with, that speaks to the

genre, but also gives a little hint of how/why your story is different or intriguing. 

An example from a story of mine that converts at 99% is "A feisty helicopter pilot

aims to seduce her much older lawyer, but she doesn't expect to fall for him in the

process." 

STAKES

The short body text of your landing page should be there to illustrate the stakes and

convince the reader they must read the story to find out what happens. This text

usually feeds off the header and goes one step further.

You've set up the hook in the header, now what happens if your characters fail?

BUTTON

Avoid using buzz words like download now or free copy. Instead, put your button in

the shoes of your reader. I need my copy! I'm ready to start reading! or something

along those lines to encourage excitement around your book. 

https://flodesk.com/c/WAYPOINT
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Write your Welcome Series
A simple and suggested welcome series that you can customize to

suit your genre or story

{Immediately} Email One: Book Delivery

They've put in their email address on the opt-in page, and the first email

should go out immediately with a thank you message and a link to your

BookFunnel or StoryOrigin download page. Keep this email very short and

book-focused. If you have a good review you can put it under the thank you. 

{One day} Email Two: Official Welcome and Opt-Out offer

This one gets resistance because why would you immediately ask people

to unsubscribe? 

There are a lot of people who are only there for the free stuff and those

people can damage your reputation on your email provider. You don't want

people on your list that drag down your open and click rates because those

are the only metrics that really matter.

So in email two, you welcome them to your world, give them the link to your

free book again just in case they missed the first email or haven't

downloaded it yet, then you give them an opt-out offer.

Example: If you just want to know when I release a new book you can

follow me here on BookBub and then head to the bottom of this email to

unsubscribe. I totally get it. Inboxes get wild really fast. You might just

want a fun book to read and aren't really interested in hearing anything

about my process or life. No hard feelings. 

This not only gets rid of people who will damage your open rates, but it also

shows readers that you aren't there just to take their money and sell them

things. You care about their time. Worrying about subscriber numbers is

pointless. You can build a newsletter of thousands of people but it means

nothing if none of them are opening/reading/engaging with the emails. 
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Write your Welcome Series
{One Week} Email Three: What to Expect from me

Your third email should go out a week after they subscribe outlining what they

can expect from you going forward. How often will you email them? What

kinds of things are you going to talk about? What benefits will they get from

sticking around? 

The reason for this order is to weed out freebie seekers with your opt-out

offer. If you let your subscribers know right away that there will be more perks

and free stuff for them you'll entice the freeloaders to stay. Don't cater to

freeloaders!

Wait that week and then let them know the perks and benefits you have

planned for them. You want to reward readers who want to be there because

they are interested in YOUR stories, not just FREE stories.

{Two Weeks} Email Four: The Personal Ask

In this email be vulnerable in whatever way that feels right for you. You can

open up and tell a personal story or you can show readers a behind-the-

scenes look at your messy process. This email shows your reader that you

are human and running a business. Now is the time to ask if the reader has had

a chance to read the story and give them the links to review sites in case they

want to leave a short review.

If you feel weird about asking for reviews, don't. As long as you aren't

begging/shaming/manipulating in your approach, readers don't mind. Ask the

readers to let other readers know if your story is worth reading. 

I personally refer to this as becoming a literary matchmaker. 

Example: Whether you loved the story or hated it - by leaving a review you

can connect with other readers over your shared interests. You never

know, the review you leave of this story could lead you to your book

bestie? 

If the reader makes it this far without unsubscribing, they'll be on your general

mailing list and ready for your weekly/biweekly/monthly updates!

PROTIP: TEST ALL YOUR EMAILS AND LINKS BEFORE YOUR PROMO GOES

LIVE! BE SURE IT ALL WORKS.
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three to four weeks before a new release

if you're running a promo on a different book

at a specific time of month/year if your book is holiday or season

dependant

Now that all the pieces of your loop are in place it's time to put it into action.

Head over to Fussy Librarian and if it's your first time booking with them use

this link here for $10 off!

Choose a day that works for you. Some of the best days are: 

Instead of entering your retailer links on Fussy Librarian, put your opt-in page

link.

Use the chart below to monitor your ROI.

SIGN-UPS

24 hours: 

48 hours:

One Week:

DOWNLOADS FROM BOOKFUNNEL

Views/claims/conversions

24 hours:                 /            /

48 hours:               /            /

One Week:          /            /

WEBSITE TRAFFIC

Users/Views/Clicks

24 hours:                /           /

48 hours:              /           /

One Week:         /           /

BUY THROUGH

One Month:
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Book your Promo
Head to Fussy Librarian or your paid newsletter of choice to book a promo!

https://authors.thefussylibrarian.com/?coupon-code=10OFF
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You Made It!
It's time to celebrate your complete marketing loop! Grab a coffee or tea (or wine)

and go for a nice walk while your marketing efforts chug along all on their own.

Stay tuned for more Author Marketing Loops from Waypoint Author Academy

If you're looking for guidance specific to your book and yourself, we offer Quick

Chats as well as full Mapping Calls where Allie can help walk you through this

process and answer questions you may have.

Find more information: www.waypointauthoracademy.com/coaching-support

Or reach Allie directly: Allison@WaypointAuthorAcademy.com

www.WaypointAuthorAcademy.com

http://www.waypointauthoracademy.com/coaching-support

